
Faculty Project Proposals 
 
Charles Chang: A Multilingual Longitudinal Corpus of Language Learning and Language 
Attrition 
An enduring question in the study of foreign language learning (in particular, adult language 
learning) is the manner in which the native language both influences, and is influenced by, the 
developing knowledge of the new language. Research in the fields of foreign language learning 
and applied linguistics has suggested that effects of prior linguistic knowledge are diverse, 
manifesting in disparate ways both across various language pairs (e.g., native Spanish learners of 
English, native Greek learners of Dutch) and across individual learners (e.g., Gass, 2000; Ellis, 
2008; Dewaele, 2009). Similarly, research in bilingualism and language attrition has evinced a 
wide range of consequences of foreign language learning for proficiency in the native language 
(e.g., de Bot, 2007; Grosjean & Li, 2013; Schmid, 2013). With few exceptions (e.g., Clahsen et 
al., 1983), what both bodies of research have in common is not only diverse, and often 
conflicting, findings, but also a core methodological limitation: studies of different language 
pairs typically show several points of divergence in their design (e.g., age of learner, context of 
learning, test materials, etc.), such that comparison of results across language pairs is rendered 
difficult or impossible. Ultimately, however, this type of cross-linguistic comparison is crucial 
for improving our understanding of the general principles that drive language development and 
language loss.  
 
The goal of the proposed project is to build a large-scale, longitudinal corpus of language 
learning data that can be used for two purposes: (1) to address fundamental theoretical questions 
about the process and outcomes of foreign language learning, and (2) to provide an empirical 
basis for curriculum design and development. Thus, this corpus will include data useful to both 
researchers and practitioners, especially those who interface regularly with university-based 
populations of language learners. Planned data collection ranges from the language outputs 
produced in the regularly scheduled curricular events of elective language classes (e.g., 
homework, exams, etc.), to the results of extracurricular tasks administered outside of class (e.g., 
speech perception tests), to standardized proficiency measures (e.g., ACTFL exam scores). In 
addition, a standardized set of survey instruments will be used to gather a broad range of 
demographic data from each learner, including age, residential history, language background, 
and a host of cognitive, social, and affective measures (e.g., IQ, racial/ethnic identity, language 
learning motivation, etc.). Crucially, the corpus will be constructed to include many different 
language pairs using the same methods for each language pair, starting with the most numerous 
and easily accessible populations of language learners in U.S.-based contexts.  
 
The combination of empirical breadth and depth envisioned for the proposed corpus of language 
learning data holds far-reaching implications for linguistic theory, pedagogical practice, and 
language-related policy. First, the corpus will allow researchers to test cross-linguistic 
hypotheses about language acquisition with greater empirical rigor. Second, it will serve 
language instructors as a reference for empirically informed decisions about instruction and 
evaluation. Finally, the data are likely to provide useful insights for the development of policies 
regarding national language support, education, and assessment structures. 
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Juliet Floyd: Philosophy of Emerging Computational Technology + Digital Archive 
Philosophy of Emerging Computational Technology:  Is this an epistemological revolution?  One 
might argue that it is, and that the practice of philosophy will be deeply affected, for better or for 
worse, by the emerging technologies we see today. Even the practice of history of philosophy is 
being affected by the computational revolution, as the Nachlass projects of Nietzsche and 
Wittgenstein, among others, enter the "semantic web".  
 
I am currently co-PI on a Mellon Sawyer Seminar grant "Philosophy of Emerging Computational 
Technologies" (with James E. Katz (Division of Emerging Media) and Russell Powell 
(Philosophy)) that would be devoted to making the ethics and implications of these technologies 
clearer in the context of a faculty development seminar and a series of public lectures and 
workshops.  I would hope to bounce ideas off of colleagues in the BUCH seminar fall 2016 
about digital humanities more generally, to get a sense of best practices and new, cutting-edge 
themes, technologies and strategies to aid in the development of this project (whether or not it is 
funded by Mellon in the 2017-2018 year).  I am also planning to design a course on "Philosophy 
of Emerging Media and Technology" at the 200 level. The issue mainly at stake in both these 
projects is what philosophy should or might have to say about the computational world of Big 
Data and social media that we live in.  I would argue that philosophy was an important factor in 
the development of computation, both in theory and in practice.  I believe that it should come up 
with things to say in the face of the changes we face in everyday life, in government, and in the 
university in a computational world. 
 
Last but not least, I have many digital archiving and editorial questions of my own, given the 
large archive in the history of logic and philosophy that I inherited from my husband (former BU 
professor) Burton Dreben.  The variety of items in the archive have made cataloguing them and 
preserving them a thorny and difficult issue; I would hope to trade ideas with other colleagues 
about the potentials of new and emerging technologies for organizing the materials before they 
are ultimately given to the Harvard and/or BU libraries.  Knowledge I gain could also help, down 
the road, with the archiving needs of our BU Center for the History and Philosophy of Science, 
an important archive in the history of the Vienna Circle and its legacy in 20th century philosophy. 
 
Sarah Frederick: Mapping Natsume Soseki's Kyoto: A Project mapping Literature and the 
City 
The project uses GIS and historical map images to create an interactive website to navigate the 
trips to Kyoto by Natsume Soseki, arguably Japan's most beloved modern writer. The site will 
use maps, bilingual text, art images, and photographs to explore and understand in new ways the 
influences of these trips on his novels and poetry. The target includes both researchers and 
students, with hope to include both as collaborators as well. On one level, the project should lead 
to greater appreciation of both Soseki and Kyoto for general readers and students. On another 
level, it should lead to new interpretations of this author’s fiction and literary criticism as a major 
author, including the role of urban spaces in his narration.  
     
I have begun working on the database structure and maps this spring in Kyoto. By this fall I will 
be at a juncture where I need to create a US-based support system and increase my own technical 
skills. In addition to GIS software, I have also been working on using some premade tools like 
Worldmap and Neatline, while always maintaining my own data outside them so it can be used 
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in other ways. I will be at the point of deciding whether the project should have its own platform 
and seeking means to allow collaborative additions to the material. The hope is to use this project 
as a model (or layer) for other analysis and teaching of literature set in Kyoto, which may range 
from the 11th century masterpiece Tale of Genji to Mishima's Temple of the Golden Pavilion. 
Alice Tseng and I plan to co-teach a class on Tokyo in Spring 2017, and hope to try some of 
these tools and activities. 
     
Though I have always been interested in the role of cities in literature, I became interested in 
“DH” fairly recently, in part inspired by the call for projects by the Hariri Institute, for which 
Alice Tseng and I presented a proposal that is the kernel of this project. I have been slowly 
building my knowledge while continuing my “analog” research projects. I attended GIS training 
at Harvard, and this spring I affiliated with a top Japanese DH center, Art Research Center at 
Ritsumeikan with a Hakuho Fellowship. Seeking to a better sense of this discipline, I attended 
the Japanese DH Association Annual Meeting and the International Conference on Culture and 
Computing.  
     
I have written on the ways that Soseki’s essay about Kyoto and a lecture from the month he left 
his professorship to become a newspaper employee and professional writer provide both 
inspiration for and critical reflection on the emerging discipline of the digital humanities, and the 
state of the humanities more generally. In Japan, there was a recent call for national universities 
to rename or eliminate humanities departments, and “DH” has an ambiguous relationship to such 
trends. I would enjoy the opportunity to keep such bigger issues part of the conversation even as 
we try to tackle various technical problems. 
 
Melanie Hall: Mapping National Parks 
Have you wondered how national parks came about around the world? The central questions 
answered by this project are: who were the advocates for such resources; where were they 
located; what were their networks; and where were the first national parks. The project uses three 
main maps and has three primary aspects, namely literary, aesthetic and ‘virtual reality’ media, 
which together help to construct a spatial and conceptual narrative. Utilizing key concepts of 
hubs of influence, locations of interest, and networks of advocacy, interactive maps chart the 
spread of influential ideas and aesthetics and locate parks. Its initial focus is on the long 
nineteenth century. 
 
The project plans to use outline maps, as well as geographic maps, to demonstrate when the 
national park idea emerged and how it spread; who its advocates were; what aesthetic they 
aspired to protect; where national parks and other wild landscape reservations were instituted; 
and the status of those early key locations today. The first national parks were in the United 
States. However, people in several countries advocated for such resources and similar public 
landscape parks were adopted around the globe. Writers started the process; painters and 
photographers followed, helping to fix an aesthetic for specific locations, some of which were 
later legally inscribed as parks. Advocates, as well as their works, ‘toured’. In charting networks 
of influential authors, artists and political activists, the mapping project focuses on their 
geographical hubs and the locations of their activity; tracking the correspondence and tours of 
advocates who were instrumental in raising public support for national parks, together with the 
production and reception of key literary texts and exhibitions of influential works of art. 
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Simultaneously, the project demonstrates that not all locations initially considered to be potential 
national parks became (or remained) national parks; it shows that while some areas were early 
locations of advocacy, national park status was granted over a considerable period of time. 
 
Layer one follows influential writers between hubs of influence and locations of interest. Key 
early advocates include Ralph Waldo Emerson and William Wordsworth. This phase 
demonstrates a timeline of seminal texts and influential readers, and important author-advocate 
tours.    
 
Layer two focuses on significant paintings and photographs of locations of interest, and tracks 
the tours of these works to hubs of influence as they help to disseminate a particular aesthetic for 
the location. Following and amplifying key networks, it notes those important advocates who 
saw the images. Ideally, this map will overlay layer one, while also functioning independently. 
Key artists include George Catlin and Frederic Church, both of whose works made national and 
European exhibition tours; photographers include Carleton Watkins.  
 
Layer three allows the site’s users to look at the key locations on geographic maps, noting which 
have become national parks and when, as well as those locations that have not. In this way, 
viewers can compare the present locations with earlier imagery.  
 
Irit Kleiman: An interactive, teaching-oriented site anchored to Joinville's crusader 
memoir/royal biography, “The Life of Saint Louis” 
Jean de Joinville’s memoir of the Seventh Crusade, usually called the "Life of Saint Louis" (c. 
1309), is one of the most widely read and widely taught of medieval sources. Joinville’s text can 
be variously described as a work of hagiography, royal biography, ethnography/anthropology, 
political theology, travel narrative, war literature, or personal memoir. Joinville was lucky to be 
in the right place at the right time, and his narrative contains important first-person glimpses at 
some of the most tantalizing moments in world history: he reports on Mamluks and Mongols, 
Assassins and Ayyubids, tells of weeping archbishops and steely queens.  A strange intimacy 
permeates his portrait of the saintly king Louis IX, the same French king who ransomed his 
kingdom for a thorn from Jesus’s crown, then ransomed it again to build the Sainte Chapelle to 
house that thorn. (I leave unmentioned the notorious ransom paid to extract the King himself 
from captivity after a gruesome military defeat). In short, Joinville’s text makes for a great, great 
read. It is a densely packed record of material culture, daily life, crusader experience, views of 
health and disease, military science, Muslim-Christian relations, Church politics, and much more.  
 
The plan for my project goes beyond producing an electronic text of Joinville’s chronicle. 
Instead, I propose creating a single website that combines marked-up text, data mined from that 
text, and a library of multimedia sources to allow users to layer text and multimedia materials. 
These would include, for instance, biographical sketches, secondary sources, images of gold-
embroidered medieval silks, maps depicting the Mediterranean trade routes through which they 
passed from Levant to the North, or animated representations [GIFs] of the Mongols and their 
sweep Westwards, in addition to the capacity to query and visualize data in the narrative.  
 
Well-established examples of this type of DH resource include the several Dante projects 
maintained by Columbia, Dartmouth, and Princeton; the Annenberg Foundation’s “Invitation to 
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World Literature” series; or Stanford’s “Mapping the Republic of Letters.” I have used these and 
other, similar projects for teaching, research, and leisurely discovery; my covering description of 
intended audience encompasses these several functions.   
 
Joinville features as one of the authors studied in my current monograph project. Oxford UP has 
contracted me to prepare the entry on Joinville for their Oxford Bibliographies Online series. I 
have also taught Joinville’s memoir several times at BU, including a recent lecture to the new 
Core Curriculum CC112: “Religion, Social Thought, and the Roots of Society.” I am thus certain 
both that the site I propose has no competitors, and that it would find a substantial and long-
lasting audience among students, faculty, and a select general public, whether locally, nationally, 
or internationally.   
 
Cathie Jo Martin: Imagine All the People: Novels, Society, and Cross-National Variations 
in Education Systems 
A generation of youthful workers has become the “forgotten men” of the Great Recession, as the 
percentage of youths in neither employment nor education or training (NEETs) has grown across 
OECD countries. Yet, national education policy responses to the crisis of low-skill youth are 
quite diverse. British national standards-setting reforms comprise centralized government 
regulation of school curricula, quality, student assessment, and teacher credentials; these assume 
that equality of opportunity will reduce socioeconomic disparities. In contrast, the Danish social 
investment model embraces educational diversity (strong vocational training tracks), few 
national-level regulations, significant inputs from the social partners, and broad local school 
autonomy. The aim to help each young person contribute to economy and society.   
 
A close reading of parallel coming-of-age novels in Britain and Denmark suggests wildly 
different conceptions of the individual in society, relations among social groups, and views about 
schools, courts and unions. British youth such as Robinson Crusoe and David Copperfield use 
individual initiative to triumph over adversity; Danish boys need to learn to submit to the 
wisdom of elders for the good of society. Nineteenth-century British authors, while mindful of 
structural economic injustices, are skeptical of government agencies, political parties and 
organized labor, and supportive of individual rights. Danish authors are optimistic about state 
institutions, schools, and emergent labor market organizations. The Danish novels reveal that 
social investments in low-skill youth were driven by concerns about nurturing society (and 
ensuring that each person contributes to the economy). The British novels reveal a desire to grant 
each individual the right to equal educational opportunity.   
 
I supplement the qualitative analyses with computational linguistics to evaluate the cultural 
origins of these diverse educational models. I am developing scripts (with help from the Hariri 
Institute and IS&T) that enable me to construct a long-term timeline of selected words in each 
corpus and, thereby, to track cross-national differences and changes over time.  I hypothesize 
that Danish novels include more society-oriented words (such as obligation and people) than 
British ones, and that society-oriented words in both countries decrease over time. I also wish to 
identify “topics” in each corpus or in a workset drawn from each corpus, and will use 
computational analysis to reveal words in close proximity within the text. I am creating tag cloud 
visualizations of frequently occurring words in worksets of novels preceding and following 
critical junctures in education reform. I begin with novels, but plan to analyze various texts on 
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reform. Although the field of digital humanities has recently commanded growing interest, the 
use of computational linguistics has been less significant in my field of political science.   
 
My background is well-suited for utilizing unusual mixed methods. My last book, The Political 
Construction of Business Interests (Cambridge 2012 with Duane Swank), utilized qualitative & 
quantitative methods and won the David Greenstone prize for the best book in politics and 
history from the American Political Science Association. I've held fellowships at BUCH, 
Radcliffe Institute, and Russell Sage Foundation etc. 
 
Judith Swanson: Political Ideas and the Arts 
The name I have given my proposed DH project is “Political Ideas and the Arts.”  I would like to 
build a website that enables users to discover connections among 1) political ideas (such as 
justice, tyranny, natural rights, revolution, leadership), 2) political philosophers (about fifty—
from Plato to Arendt, Rawls, & Habermas), 3) their seminal texts (dialogues, treatises, 
manifestoes) and 4) art in all media (paintings, sculptures, novels, music, movies).  Users would 
thereby find the means to enrich their understanding of the ideas, the texts, and the artwork, and 
could undertake and pursue their searches in multiple ways depending on, for example, whether 
they were interested more in the meaning of a text or more in the meaning of a painting. 
 
Thirteen initiatives on my part have led me to the conception of this DH project:  1) in 2011, at 
the start of classes in my course, PO191 Introduction to Political Theory, I began playing songs 
and simultaneously displaying on Power Point their lyrics, songs that I chose to evoke the day’s 
material; 2) from 2012-16, in my courses PO391 Classical to Early Modern Political Theory and 
PO392 Modern Political Theory (now cross-listed as PH454 Community, Liberty, and Morality), 
I began and continued to integrate into my Power Point slides visual art evocative of political 
ideas; 3) in the summer of 2014, I applied for an arts initiative grant from the Center for 
Excellence and Innovation in Teaching; 4) in the summer of 2015, I used the CEIT grant I was 
awarded to hire two research assistants, a graduate student in the Department of History of Art & 
Architecture and another in Religion; as a result of their work and mine, I currently have a file of 
over a hundred images of paintings, sculptures, and drawings pertaining to about thirty political 
philosophers, along with historical information about the artwork; 5) on November 4th, I viewed 
18th-20th century political cartoons archived at the Howard Gottlieb Center and spoke with 
Director Alex Rankin; 6) on November 13th, I attended Art History Professor Jodi Cranston’s 
DH Seminar, “Mapping Titian”; 7) on November 23rd, I discussed my project with two members 
of the Hariri Institute, Andrei Lapets, Associate Director of Research Development and 
Frederick Joossens, Software Engineer; 8) on December 2nd, I discussed my project with 
Archaeology Professor Andrea Berlin; 9) this semester, I have included in my PO392/PH454 
course three class days for “Political Ideas and the Arts” presentations; of the eight presentations 
given so far, five presented art fitting for my site; 10) on March 1st, I posted a description of my 
project on UROP which has so far generated five volunteers; 11) on March 4th, I attended a DH 
Meet-Up conducted by Vika Zafrin, Digital Scholarship Librarian; 12) on March 29th, I met with 
Dr. Zafrin to discuss my project; and 13) next fall I will teach a 500-level seminar to enable 
students to develop their own “Political Ideas and the Arts” project, focused on the work of one 
political philosopher. 
 
Judith Swanson: Great Speeches and Speech Craft 
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I would like to build a site focused on speeches:  1) the craft of writing speeches, 2) the skill of 
delivering speeches, 3) collections of speeches, and 4) lists of, and clips from, movies featuring 
great speeches and depicting great orators.  Concerning the first two—speech-writing and 
oratory—visitors to the site would find both classical and contemporary guides, from Aristotle’s 
Art of Rhetoric to Peggy Noonan’s On Speaking Well.  On the third item—collections of 
speeches—visitors would find the texts and/or audio-recordings, films, and videos of speeches 
given throughout history, from Pericles’ Funeral Oration to speeches given yesterday.  Regarding 
the fourth item—movies—the site would feature their titles and also clips from them, such as 
Charlton Heston’s depiction of Moses in “The Ten Commandments” (1956) and Colin Firth’s 
depiction of King George VI in “The King’s Speech” (2010). 
 
My site would differ from, for example, four existing sites on speeches.  The site American 
Rhetoric (americanrhetoric.com) features only American speeches—mine would feature non-
American speeches as well.  That site features only political speeches—mine would feature 
many categories of speeches—including tributes, eulogies, sermons, and inspirational, 
instructive, and commencement speeches.  American Rhetoric also ranks speeches—the top 100 
based on votes by professors and scholars of rhetoric; my site would not rank speeches.  Another 
site, The History Place (historyplace.com) lists seventy great historical speeches—although 
unlike American Rhetoric it includes non-American speeches, such as by Robespierre, and non-
political speeches, such as by Popes.  My site would, however, as indicated provide more than 
titles of speeches and more than seventy titles.  A third site, The Writing Center at UNC—
Chapel Hill (writingcenter.unc.edu) provides only an instructional page on how to craft a speech.  
And a fourth site, The Eloquent Woman (eloquentwoman.blogspot.com), features speeches given 
only by women, while mine would feature speeches given by men, women, and those who 
identify otherwise. 
 
I would thus hope that my site, which could perhaps be called Speech Craft or Speech Making, 
would be both helpful and entertaining to:  professional speech writers, students aspiring to be 
professional speech writers, professors of communication and teachers of public speaking, 
history professors, trial lawyers, candidates running for political office, campaign advisers, chief 
executives, members of the clergy, and anyone else faced with the task of composing and 
delivering a speech—whether at a graduation or a ribbon-cutting ceremony, an anniversary or a 
retirement party, or a wedding or a funeral.   
     
This project idea originated with—and I expect will be furthered by—a topics course that I 
conceived and will be teaching for the first time next fall:  CAS PO590 Readings in Political 
Theory:  Great Speeches.  Insofar as I have the course planned, during the first third of it students 
will read and discuss classical works on the art of writing and delivering speeches; during the 
second third, students will read, discuss, and deliver famous speeches; and during the last third, 
students will write and deliver their own speeches. 
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Grad Student Project Proposals 
 
Andrew Henry: Defixio Database 
Defixiones, the Latin term for ancient curse tablets, have long enjoyed the attention of 
archaeologists, ancient historians, and religious studies specialists. Typically made from lead and 
deposited in tombs or temples, these artifacts offer a glimpse into the “lived experience” of 
ancient individuals when they first put stylus to metal in response to a crisis situation. From 
jealous love triangles to rivalries between chariot racers, these curse tablets depict a wide array 
of social situations that few other artifacts can match. Using this evidence, scholars have 
published dozens of articles and monographs over the past decade to elucidate ancient social 
contexts and ritual practices. As interest in the “materiality of ancient magic” continues to grow 
among archaeologists and ancient historians, the pace of scholarship on defixiones does not seem 
to be subsiding any time soon 
 
Despite their popularity within the scholarly community, only 1600 curse tablets are known to 
scholars. These artifacts span a vast stretch of time from approximately 500 BCE to 500 CE and 
derive from sites throughout the entire Mediterranean world from Britain to the Near East. For 
comparison, archaeologists have discovered over 1000 inscribed pottery sherds from the site of 
Karanis, Egypt alone. Defixiones comprise a discrete corpus of relatively rare artifacts with 
enormous scholarly potential. 
 
To help bring these artifacts before a wider audience and aid in collaborative research, I am 
proposing an open-source, searchable database of the extant 1600 ancient Mediterranean curse 
tablets. In addition to basic bibliographical data, each entry will include searchable translations, 
interactive maps, and photographs as tools to contextualize and compare the objects. When 
possible, I also hope to include the capability to view and manipulate 3D images of the objects. 
Archaeologists and museum specialists have increasingly used low-cost 3D camera attachments 
for tablets and smartphones to capture fully-rendered 3D images of artifacts. Although any 
researcher will admit this cannot replace experiencing the materiality of an object, the addition of 
3D images would go a long way in visualizing objects that are often stored out of sight in 
museum holdings or viewed as grainy sketches in black-and-white academic journals.  
 
By participating in this seminar, I aim to identify the potential challenges I may face bringing 
this project to fruition and to learn from others who have surmounted those challenges. In 
particular, I hope to grapple with questions of how to maximize this tool’s utility for researchers. 
Collaboration with both developers and scholars across disciplines will help determine not only 
the feasibility of this project but also how to ensure a tool such as an online database of artifacts 
can add value to the broader scholarly community. 
 
Paloma Pueyo: A Century of Horace in Spanish Poetry 
The 16th and 17th centuries in Spanish literature are referred to by literary historians as ‘El Siglo 
de Oro,’ the Golden Age. The first steps, the modern novel with Miguel de Cervantes’ 
masterpiece El higenioso hidalgo don Quijote de la Manch, and the breaking of the Aristotelian 
unities in drama (formulated theoretically by the prolific playwright Lope de Bega), are two of 
the milestones that justify this assertion. 
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Poetry, too, lived a brilliant period in which authors such as Garcilaso de la Vega, Saint John of 
the Cross, Luis de Góngora and Francisco de Quevedo aspired to raise the “lengua vulgar” to the 
level of prestige enjoyed by Latin. In this process, the ‘studia humanitatis,’ the Renaissance’s 
system of humanistic education, was a key element, and one of its centerpieces was a knowledge 
of Greco-Roman texts. A Renaissance humanist would be able to speak, argue, and write 
eloquently imitating Greek, Latin and Italian models. It is no surprise that translation was a 
common exercise in Spanish schools and universities. 
 
My dissertation project studies a particular sort of imitation: translations – often with notes and 
commentaries – of Horace in early-modern Spain. Menéndez y Pelayo, one of the fathers of 
modern literary criticism in Spanish, showed in his book Horace in Spain (1885), how 
knowledge of this Latin author was disseminated throughout the 15th and 16th centuries. It is 
clear that Spanish poets imitated not only Horace’s moral teaching, but also some of his motifs, 
as they tried to find Spanish equivalents for his stanzas and meters, and genres (for example, the 
ode and the verse epistle). The vast number of translations of poems by Horace, not only in 
Spanish but also in French, English or Italian, at this time makes it difficult for scholars to reach 
a global perspective on his influence. 
 
My objective for joining the Digital Humanities Seminar in Fall 2016 is to develop a 
technological tool that allows not only me, but also other critics, to examine a great amount of 
information in order to better understand how humanists read Horace’s verses. Just as Franco 
Moretti, at the Stanford Literary Lab, has studied “the relationship between title and text in 
eighteenth-century fiction,” I would like to bring all of the translations of Horace together in a 
single framework. Working on an analysis of the translations of one single ode is an achievable, 
yet very useful way to start this project. 
 
Natalie Susmann: The Nature of Cult: Visualizing the Greek Cultic Landscape from 2900 
BCE-146 BCE 
My dissertation focuses on the spatial and visual relationship between cultic places and natural 
features in the Argolid and Messenia (Peloponnese, Greece), from the Bronze Age through 
Hellenistic Period (c. 2900 BCE-146 BCE). I aim to determine how cultic places were situated in 
the landscape, particularly if structures were intentionally positioned to maintain a visual or 
spatial relationship to certain natural features (e.g. mountains or water features).  
 
Using Google Earth, I have geolocated previously identified cultic places. They are stored in a 
relational Access database, which includes their geographic coordinates, geo-referenced plans, 
and all proposed and possible visual and spatial relationships with the surrounding landscape and 
other structures. Over the course of two summer field seasons, I will visit these places and 
capture the physical relationships of structures and surrounding features, in both spatial and 
visual formats. I will record multiple locations, vantage points, and viewscapes at each cultic 
place, paying attention to changes in landscape relationships associated with discrete 
construction phases. In cases where I determine that a structure could have been located with an 
intended view in mind, I will test this relationship by creating 2.5D visualscape models in 
ArcScene and GrassGIS. Visualscapes can provide data on sight lines, visual prominence, etc. 
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I intend to integrate all of these various types of data, that from the Argolid as well as Messenia, 
into an open-access database that includes all associated textual and visual information. The 
database will be searchable by a variety of criteria: geographic area/region, cultic-place type, 
natural feature, and period. I will use the database to identify patterns in the relationship between 
cultic places and natural features, such as: which natural features were most often associated 
with cult? Which natural features and structure-types most often co-existed? What were their 
specific physical relationships (e.g., orientation, elevation, proximity, etc.)?  
If selected as a seminar participant, I will apply the experience and granted funds towards 
development of my database: learning the best platform for hosting digital, multi-format data; 
ensuring the platform and data have long-term sustainability; and determining how to present 
data in a meaningful and approachable way. I am also concerned with open access and 
transparency; while geospatial analyses in archaeology are often published, detailed 
methodologies are not provided. Replication becomes unnecessarily time consuming and 
difficult. I wish to break from this mold, and publicize detailed methodologies and tutorials, so 
that other scholars can adopt and refine my workflow. 
 
Ryan Weberling: Twentieth Century Literary Letters Project: Mapping and Graphing 
Modernist Correspondence Networks 
At the 2012 Digital Humanities Summer Institute, where I completed a course on "Digital 
Humanities Databases," I became involved with an international group of faculty and graduate 
students interested in the digital future of the literary letter. Our research network discusses 
metadata standards and shares best practices for digitizing collections of letters, with a focus on 
the twentieth century. The project's long-term goal is to build a platform for institutions and 
individual researchers to collaborate on an open-access repository or "union catalog" that would 
hold basic as well as humanities-relevant metadata (for example, books or works of art 
mentioned) for both published and unpublished letters. The repository would give scholars 
access to details about particular letters, regardless of whether they can have been collected in a 
scholarly edition or remain scattered across far-flung archives; and it would allow them to 
visualize and analyze pre-digital correspondence networks with the same tools and methods 
developed to study social media networks such as Facebook or Twitter. Last year, we applied for 
start-up grants from the NEH and the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and we will be revising our 
proposals based on feedback from the granting agencies as well as our still-forming advisory 
board. 
 
Participating in the BUCH's fall DH seminar would give me the opportunity to further develop 
my own collection of correspondence metadata, which focuses on the social and professional 
circles of Virginia Woolf (this digital project intersects with and extends my dissertation research 
on modernist fiction and political institutions). I will be adding to my database of nearly 500 
letters during summer research in England at the Virginia and Leonard Woolf archives. My goal 
for the fall is to decide on and realize the best form for compiling, storing, disseminating, and—
most importantly—merging my data (currently stored in spreadsheets) with that compiled by 
others in my research network. If possible, I would also identify the best online tool for ingesting 
contributions from other researchers and automatically compiling them in a shared database. Any 
supplemental funds available to graduate students would be used for one or more of the 
following purposes: (1) to purchase several relevant letter collections, (2) obtain optical character 
recognition (OCR) software, and/or (3) secure technical consultation on using "smart 
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expressions" to automatically extract addresses and other information from scanned or born-
digital documents (indexes, finding aids, or full editions). 


